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Chapter 38 Hedy’s Choice  

Sunny immediately clicked on the topic.  

The initiator of the topic was “Silver Blood“:  

The topic initiator is “Silver Blood“:  

“Hello, everyone! We are the high school classmates of ‘Hedy,‘ the female gaming partner on the BiTu G

aming platform, also known as ‘Cold–blooded Childe.‘  

We heard that someone here also claims to be her classmate, so we came here to check.  

To our surprise, all we found was a ‘beast,‘ which was quite disappointing.  

At the same time, we would like to clarify a few points about the ‘beast’s‘ statements and provide image

s for better understanding.  

First, the claim that she is the ‘ugliest in the school‘ is not true.  

Hedy’s 

real name.is also Hedy, and she attended Lowell High School, Class 7 of her senior year, in San Francisco,

 USA.  

Image 1 is a candid photo of her reading a book, which we captured.  

Second, the claims of ‘her skipping classes to go to internet cafes,‘ ‘failing exams,‘ and ‘being expelled fr

om school‘ are not true.  

Image 2 is Hedy’s report card from the last monthly exam, with full marks in all subjects, ranking first in 

her grade.  

Image 3 is a school announcement commending Hedy for rescuing a  

stranger boy during the school’s anniversary celebration accident.  

All the information provided is true, and we welcome anyone to verify it at Lowell High School.  

Lastly, we would like to introduce you all to Goddess Hedy!  

Image 4 shows Goddess Hedy playing the drums at a party.  

Isn’t she cool?  

Image 5 showcases Goddess Hedy winning a 1 vs. 19 chess match.  

How impressive is that?  

Image 6 shows Goddess Hedy playing against Jackson, the head of the San Francisco Chess Association, a

nd defeating him.  

Isn’t she awesome?  



In the game, she excels in both marksmanship and agility, making professional players fall under her co

mmand.  

In reality, she possesses both beauty and talent, leaving people screaming in awe.  

She is worth picking!”  

At the end of the article, six images were attached.  

The first image showed Hedy reading by the 

window in the early morning at school, with an exquisite profile and a serene gaze.  

Outside the window, petals were falling in a beautiful display.  

The second image was a screenshot of Hedy’s monthly exam report card obtained from the official 

website of Lowell High School.  

The third image was an announcement on the Lowell High School website regarding a stage accident.  

The fourth image 

captured Hedy playing the drums during the school anniversary celebration. The stage lights shone upon

 her, and she looked focused and cool.  

In the fifth image, Hedy stood in the middle of a U–

shaped table, creating a striking contrast in numbers.  

Despite the difference, she remained calm and in control.  

The sixth image showed Jackson slamming the table in anger, demanding a draw against Hedy. Hedy, sitt

ing below, moved her chess pieces calmly and decisively, and defeated Jackson.  

The topic gained popularity rapidly, attracting not only onlookers but also other students from Lowell Hi

gh School leaving comments:  

“Spring Feast“: Damn, I’m blown away! So, Cold–blooded Childe is our school’s Goddess Hedy!  

“Little Fairy“: I had a feeling last night while in the live stream that Cold–

blooded Childe’s voice sounded like Goddess Hedy, but I didn’t think much of it. Who would have known

 that Goddess Hedy could be so amazing at gaming?  

“A knight from Cordillera“: As a fellow student from Lowell High School, let me add that Goddess Hedy n

ot only scores perfect marks in exams but also tutors Class 7. She transformed it from a 

struggling class to an outstanding one.  

“Kitty“: Hello, fellow alumni! Let’s celebrate Goddess Hedy’s achievements! And a gentle reminder, sha

me on whoever spread  

rumors.  

These students openly disclosed the location of their 

school and continuously confirmed the authenticity of the information.  

While the rumor–monger couldn’t provide any evidence.  



Everyone knew whom to trust.  

Just as everyone was about to go back and slam the rumor–

monger, that guy swiftly deleted the topic and deactivated their account.  

Sunny also left a new comment:  

“BiTu Gaming’s Sunny“:  

Spreading rumors is easy, but clarifying the truth is a challenge. I feel sorry that Ms. Ellis was maliciously 

defamed and attacked.  

After leaving these words, Sunny put down her phone, her eyes filled with shock and fear.  

She never expected Hedy to be even more beautiful than herself.  

And she never imagined that Hedy would be so talented beyond the realm of gaming.  

She couldn’t surpass Hedy in terms of popularity.  

She pinched her thigh, eyes red, and walked out of the bedroom, finding solace in the embrace of a mid

dle–aged man with a beer belly and a bald head in the living room.  

“Sugar Daddy… I am not gonna become BiTu Gaming’s Best Female Gaming Partner.”  

Upon hearing this, the middle–aged man rubbed Sunny’s chest.  

“Don’t worry. I am the owner of BiTu Gaming. You are gonna be the  

winner. I give you my word.”  

“Really? Thank you, sugar daddy! You’re so nice!” Sunny planted a kiss on the middle–aged man’s face.  

Some people became gaming partners for the money, and Sunny used to be one of them.  

She loved gaming, it was her everything. She got expelled from 

school for skipping classes to play games, so she had no choice but to become a gaming partner to make

 a living.  

By chance, she met the middle–aged man before her and ended up in her current position.  

Originally, she planned to accumulate popularity through the “Best Female Gaming Partner” event and s

moothly transition into the field of streaming as a popular female streamer.  

However, Hedy, who emerged out of nowhere, shattered her dream.  

She had to readjust her disrupted plans and deliver a fatal blow to Hedy!  

A day passed, and Hedy got 80,000 picks, surpassing Sunny.  

Interestingly, half an hour after Hedy surpassed Sunny, BiTu Gaming made an official announcement stat

ing that the “selection rules” had been modified.  

Popularity would no longer be the sole criterion.  



The top 10 female gaming partners based on popularity would now enter a new competitive stage tonig

ht – to see whose viewers would spend more money.  

Simultaneously, the winning female gaming partner would become the exclusive gaming partner 

of the viewer who spent the most money for a certain period.  

Lowell High School, Class 7.  

Sun laughed sarcastically in frustration, “Goddess Hedy is gonna win, and they immediately changed the 

rules? What a dirty trick!”  

Goddess Hedy had only just entered the industry a few days ago. Apart from Ace, she didn’t know any ot

her viewer.  

Although she had a good reputation, who would simply shower her with gifts just because they liked her

?  

Sunny was different.  

She was a veteran in the gaming partner industry, knowing countless viewers that were willing to spend 

money for her and having a decent number of fans.  

If they were to compete in this way, Goddess Hedy wouldn’t have much chance of winning.  

“I still have some pocket money.”  

“Me too.”  

The students from Class 7 stepped forward, their eyes filled with shyness.  

It was embarrassing to admit, but even though they were all from privileged backgrounds, none of them

 were the favorites at home and didn’t have loads of cash.  

“My brother sent a message saying that he and the fans from his livestream will help us tonight in the PK

.”  

Sun handed her phone to Hedy.  

Hedy nodded slightly, her eyes gleaming.  

Money wasn’t a problem for her.  

The rewards she had received from her missions over the years would sustain her for a long time.  

She remembered her bank account number and password.  

However, her identity was special, and any movement of funds in her account would immediately attrac

t the attention of various forces.  

In this new life, she wanted to live differently.  

But…..  

Hedy clenched her fist slowly.  



Bringing Cooper back to life was more important than how she lived.  

Night fell.  

King Family’s Villa.  

Hedy sat in the guest room in front of a computer, watching as someone 

from BiTu Gaming invited her into a PK interface.  

The interface displayed ten female gaming partner avatars, each with an energy bar.  

The tips from the viewers would be displayed by these energy bars.  

The host announced.  

“The PK is divided into five stages, each lasting ten minutes. At the  

end of each ten–minute stage, the two girls with the lowest energy bars will be eliminated.  

Are you ready to defend the gaming partner you like? And now, the PK begins!”  

 


